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CYCLIC PRICING BY A DURABLE GOODS MONOPOLIST: 
CORRIGENDUM 



Ab.,'lrlld 

In this papL·r we present and correct some important errors found in Conlisk , Gerstner and 
Sobel (I 984 ). whose corrections drastically modify the principal message of that paper. 
They propose a model in discrete time. sud1 that at each time a new cohort of agents enters 
lhe market ( each cohort is composed by two types of agents. high value and low value 
agents). and a monopolist offering a durahlc good. They argue that in this model the 
monopolist will charge a cycli<.: price path as a suhgame perfect equilibrium. Instead of 
that. we show that either the monopolist charge a single price forever as a subgame perfect 
equilibrium or. a subgmne perfect equilibrium does not exist. 

Resumen 

En este trabajo presentamos y corregimos algunos errores importantes encontrados en el 
estudio de Conlisk , Gerstner and Sohel (1984 ). cuyas correccioncs modifican 
fundamentalmcnte los resultados. Fllus proponen un modelo en tiempo discreto. tal que en 
cada periodo entra una nueva gencracion de agentes (cada gcneraci6n csta compucsta de 
dos lipos de consumidorcs. los de valoracion alta y los de baja), y un monopolista 
ofreciendo un hicn durable. Ellos argumentan quc en cse modelo el monopolista cargara 
una senda de precios ciclica como un equilihrio perfrcto en subjuegos. En vez <.le eso, 
nosotros prubamos que sicmpre cargara un precio ftjo como equilihrio perfecta en 
subjuegos. o simplemente no exisle ningun cquilibrio perfecto en subjuegos. 



[) J11trtJtluctio11 

tn the pap~r by Conlisk, Gerstn~r and Sobel (1984) there arc important errors whuse 
corrections drastically modify the principal results given in that paper, leading to op
posite condusions. These errors and the corresponding corrc1,;tions, summarized in our 
Theorem I, are shown in the sequel. For lhe details and formulation of the model, see 
Conlisk et. al. 

I) Jt is argued, in Sct:tion HI of that paper, that the monopolist's pricing strawgy 
must in equilibrium (a suhgarne perfect equilibrium: rn Conlisk et. al, page 496, it is 
affirmed:'The n"-cquitibrium is always subgame perfoct!) involve a cyclic price path 
characterized by 

JJj = (1 - t1·"-j)Vi -1 ,on--Jv; (1) 
for j = l, ... , n (for some n). This statem~nt is false, in virtue of the following propo
sitions. 

a) If ex Vi >½,then a subgame perfect c4ui1ibrium does not exist, even accept
ing the no-commitment assumption. Therefore, the unique theorem in Conlisk et. al 
is false, because for no n ~ 1, can the prices given by (1) charged forever a subgamc 
perfect equilibrium be. 

b) If()' Vi .$ Vi, lhen there is a unique suhgame perfrct equilibrium, that in which 
the monopolist charges V2 forever and all consumers, high value and low value, buy the 
good al the moment lhey enler the market. Therefore, no cyclic behavior is obtained in 
this model. 

c) According to Conlisk et. al, the numher n~, presumably characterized in 
Section IV as a suhgame perfect equilibrium, need not be the largest ekment of the one
m an, the largest dement of the first column of the matrix 11, due lo the no-commitment 
assumption. This statement is false: If it were the case that n • does not coincide with 
Lhe largest element of the one-man, then the prices given by (I) with n • would not even 
be a Nash equilibrium strategy, and therefore those strategies would nol be a subgame 
perfect equilibrium. In other words, if prices given by (I) with some n are subgame 
perfect equilibrium, they must be a Nash equilibrium, son must be the largest clement of 
the one-man. Furthem1ore, if n .. would not coincide with the largest element of the one
m an, tl1tm at any time of the fom1 n"k-f 1 with k E {0, 11 2, .. }, the (n*k+ 1)-man would 
nol be maximizing benefits, because at thc.se timc.s, the corresponding subgames are 
exactly the same as the game at the onset If the one-man is not maximizing, then for any 
k E {O, l, 2, .. }, the ( n• k + l)~man is not maximizing. Obviously, this argument does 
apply even accepling the no-commitment assumption in both cases, when nVi > Vz 
and when aVi S Vi. 

Tn what follows we present the arguments proving our statements (a) and (b) in 
l. At lhe end of Scdion H we stale Theorem 1. Finally, in Section UT, we pres~nt the 
conclusions and some comments. 
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fl) Proof o,fthe cluint!i in (I) 

a) Jf aVi > Vi, then a subgame perfect equilibrium does not exist, wilh or without 
Lhe no-commitment assumption. 

Proof; first of all, we express what we understand by the no•commitment as
sumption by means of the following 

Definition 1 The no-commitment assumption ;s the imposilion that the monopolist 
never can commit himself to a given strategy once-and.for-all, unless I Ms strategy i~ 
sustainable if in.fi,ture limes the monopolist is able to revL,;e it. Formal/){ on~v subgame 
perfed equilibrium ~trategies are considered 'equilihrium stralegies. ' 

Now, we denote by rr(Vi) the present value of the monopolist's stream from time 
1 lo infinity if Vi is charged forever, we have 

rr{l/i) = NaVi. 
1-p 

Similarly, we denote by ri(n, 1,,8, p) (in the notation of Conlisk et. al we have 
11(n, l, /3, p) = 1r(n, 1)) the present value of the monopolist's total stream from time l 
to infinity if prices {PJ} as given in (I) are charged forever for some n. We have 

1T(n, l,fj,p) = l~~),. { Q [E7;1((1-an-j)Vi + f3n- j¼)p-1-1] + 
nVi(l - a)pn.-l} 

ThetcrmnN [1=/-1((1 -.(r-1)Vi + ;'.Jn-:i½)p.i-1] +nNVi(l-n)pn-1 is de

noted by R(n, 1, /J, p) ( R( n, l, /3, p) = H(n, 1) in the notation of Conlisk et. al), which 
is the present value oflhe monopolist's profit stream as calculated from the first period 
to the nth period of the cycle. Therefore rr(n, 1, fJ, p) =- 1_

1
µ,,. R(n, l, /1: p). 

Rean·anging, 

n(n 1. /3. p) -= Nc.Vi + ---1.'!..._ {nV2(1 - n)pn-I _ 
' • • 1-p 1-,," 

a(Vi - V2) [\~(!j;'J /Jn-l} 

We demonstrate this equality in tht: Appendix. 
Now, if f3 :....a p, we have 

• Nu\/i N { 1 '} 
ri(n, 1, p, p) ~ -

1
-- + 

1 
,,, nVi(l - a)pn- • - nu(Vi - V 2 )pn- • , 

- p - . fJ 

which resulls in 

(2) 

Nu:Vi nr-..rpn-1 
il'(n,1,p,p)=-

1
-

1
-1 { • {½-a½}. (3) 

-· /J -pn 
The expression (3) is the key element for the analysis of the model. 
Clearly, the monopolist would only choose cydic prices at time one if ri(n, 1, p1 µ) ? 

r.( Vi), that is, only if Vi ~ u Vi~ therefore, if½ < o Vi he would never choose to charge 
priL:es as given in (1) at time one. 

Thus, if we do not L:onsidcr the no-commitment assumption, we have that the 
strategy charging Vi forever is the unique best strategy at this time. Indeed, at time 
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one the monopolist has two possibilities: To charge Vi forever or not; now, if he docs 
not decide to charge Vi forever, in principle, he would consider the benefits given by 
,r(n1 1, p, p) for some n (the largest of those, if it exists), due to that the consumer's sur
plus is exploited at the maximum possible (high value consumers would never buy today 
at a price equal to Vi if they expccl a sale sooner or later), but since n( n, J, p, p) < rr(Vi) 
for all n, the best the monopolist can do is to charge at time one Vi forever. Therefore, 
to charge Vi forever is the unique Nash equilibrium. On the other hand, as time goes 
on the accumulation of low value consumers will make it profitable for the monopo
list lo charge Vi? sooner of later. This implies that when V2 < u Vi a subgame perfcd 
equilibrium does not exist, if we do not consider the no-commitment assumption. 

Now, let's assume that to charge Vi forever is ruled out by assumption. That is, 
we take into account the no-commitment assumption. 

In order to prove our statement, it suffices to note that for any n :S 1, we have 
n(n+ 1, 1, p, p) > 11'(n, l, p, p). This follows directly from the inequality (13) in Conlisk 
et. al. We can explicitly prove this using our function f defined in (b) and noting that 
f' in ( 4) is always negative. 

Indeed, given this result, if we take the number n* given in lhe unique theorem 
in Conlisk et. al, the strategy prices given by (l) with n* as the period length cannot 
be a suhgame perfect equilibrium, because not only the one-man is nol maximizing 
(1r(n" + 1, 11 p, p) > 7l'(n*, 1, p, p)), but also at any time of the fom1 n• k + 1 with k E: 

{0, l, 2, .. }, the (n*k + 1)-man is not maximizing benefits, because at these times, tht: 
corresponding subgames are exactly the same as the game at the onset. Jf the one-man 
is not maximizing, then for any k E {01 1, 2, .. }, the (n* k + 1 )-man is not maximizing. 

Therefore, we have proven that if V2 < <"¥Vi, then for non can the prices given 
by ( l) a subgame perfect equilibrium be, so the number n .. given in Conlisk et. al, is 
not a subgame perfect equilibrium. 

It is very important to notice, however, that this reasoning does not depend on 
the form of the no-commitment assumption. lt is the consequence way that the mo
nopolist and the consumers evaluate their decisions (their pay-off functions), a process 
that cannot be modified by the no-commitment assumption, given the approach used in 
Conlisk et al. That is, to obtain a subgame perfect equilibrium in this case, we must 
modify the hehavior of the consumers and the monopolist. 

This concludes the proof of (a). ■ 

b) If Vi ~ u Vi, then the price strategy p1_ = Vi for all t ~ 1 and all consumers 
huying the good at the moment they enter the markd, is the only one subgame perfect 
equilibrium in this model. In parlicular, this implies that for non > 1, can the prices 
given by ( 1) a subgame perfect equilibrium be. 

Proof: Suppose then that Vi > a Vi and p < 1. We recall that the present value 
benefits at time one if prices as in (1) for some n are charged forever, are given by: 

NaVi nNpn-l 
;r(n, l,p,p);;...:; -- + ---{½ - <"¥Vi}. 

l - p 1 - pn 

Notice that 1r( 1, 1, p, p) = •;~;2,, and therefore, to charge V2 forever is exactly 
the same as charging prices given by (l) with n equals 1 forever. Now, we consider lhe 
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funr.:tion f ( x) = t''.~~ . Tht'.n, 

f'(x)-= Px '.lp-px+lnpxj, 
(1 - p:t) 

(4) 

and note that f'(x) < 0, if and only if 1-J lnpx < px. Now, it is straightforward Lo 

prove that 1 + ln p'c < p-1' for all :r > 0 and 1 + ln px -= px if and only if x =-- 0 or p = 1. 
Therefon::, we have that f'(:i:) < 0 for all :r > 0 and hence, we have that 

1r(l,l,p,p) ~;r(n,l,p,p) 

for all n. ~ 1 and 
7r(l, 1, p, p) > ;r(n, 1, p, p) (5) 

if n > 1. 
Take any time in the game, and the corresponding subgame. Notice that any 

subgamc, with the strakgy charging V2 forever, is identical to the game at time one 
because there are no low consumers accumulated. Therefore, if we show that to charge 
V2 forever is the unique best strategy at time one, it will be the best (the only one) at 
any subgame, and our claim will be proven. 

Now, at time one, the monopolist can decide to charge Vi forever or not. lf he 
charges Vi forever he gets !Vo Vi. and if he charges Vi forever he gets NV2 > !Vo:Vr. 

1-p • 1-p 1-r 
Therefore to charge V2 forever dominates the other strategy. On the other hand, if the 
monopolist docs not decide to charge Vi forever, a priori, the best he can tlo is to charge 
a cyclic price strakgy given by (I) with the appropriate n: Indeed, if he docs not charge 
Vi forever, he would plan to make a sale sooner or later, and in this case, he would 
charge a cyclic strategy forever with n (because it exploits the consumers' surplus at 
the maximum possible) such that generates the largest 1r( n, 1, p, p) among all n, that is 
n =- 1, due to that 7r(l 1 1, p, p) > K(n, 1, p, p) for all n. Thus, to charge½ forever is 
the best strategy at timt:: one (if one would prefer a more explicit argument, it is also 
easy to show, by means of a direct comparison, that to charge Vz forever dominates not 
only those strategies charging the same cyclic path forever, but also those in which the 
monopolist consider to charge different cycles one after the other). 

The uniqueness of this equilibrium follows directly from the strict inequaJity (5). 
Now we consider the case when ½ - o: Vi = 0. First, the fact that to charge 

V2 forever is a subgame perfect equilibrium. The proof of this is analogous to the one 
above and hence is omitted. 

Now we will prove that given any n > l, then prices {Pt(n) }~1 arc not subgame 
perfect equilibrium. 

'fo this end, we wilt show that for any k E {0, 1, 2 ... } and any t of the form 
t =-- kn f- .i with .i satisfying 2 ~ j s; n, there exists a strategy that from .i henceforth 
dominates the original one. 

Therefore, take one t as defined above, that is, tis any period that is not a starting 
period of a cycle. Let's consider the benefits that the monopolist receives if he does not 
change the strategy decided at time one from time t henceforth, that is, if he charges 
pj(n) attime kn+ j, Pi-t-l (n) at time kn-i j + 1, and so on. We denote by 11i,m.-1J(n, l, p, p) 

4 
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the prt'sent value of these hencfits. Then 

rrkn+j(n: 1, p, p) =- p1
-j [R(n, 1, p, p) - n.N ~ Pl(n)µL- 1

] 
/-1 (6) 

+ n-:i 11 R(n,1,µ,p) 
p (1-p") • 

We prove this in the Appendix. 
Rearranging this lasl equality, we have 

i-J [R(n, 1, p, r) 
1rkn~.i(n, 1,p,p) = P (l - pn) (7) 

Now consider an altemative strategy ns follows: To start again from t a new 
period cycle {p1(h)}f~, for some fr. 

Then, ,n order to prove our affirmation, we compute the present value of the 
benefits for the monopo1ist if from the decides to charge a new cycle {JJLU'i)}2~1 for 
some fi. Denoting by n aJ its benefits, we have 

7raJ = Ri~'~•;:;) ·I- (.j - l)N(l - a)Vip1l-l_ (8) 

We demonstrate this in the Appendix. 
Reca11 that R(·,i,I,e,Pl ==- Nuh for any fr so we take f,, = 1 in order to obtain the 

(1-pn) 1-p ' 

best altem;;itive at this time. Therefore, the present value of the benefits with ft, = 1 is 

NuVi . 
rr(/1 = -- + (J - l)N(l - a)Vi 

I-p 

Now we will show that n ai > 1r kn+.i ( n, l, p, p) and therefore the proof of claim 
(b) wil1 be complctt:d. 

We have 1fuJ > 1l'J..,n+-j(n, l,p, p) if and only if 

;it~~1 f- (.j - J)N(l - a)¼> 

µ1-.i [ Rf~:_1;~,r) - Na,~p,(n)p1-1]. 
(9) 

Recall again that Rf ;1
~
1
:J~·r) :-: ~~~!. Hence, replacing, the inequality (9) is equiv

alent to 

and thus, equivalent to 

j-1 

Nn L P1(n)µ1-l f- p1-1u - l)N(l - a)Vi > 
l==l 

1\.' Tl" (1-p:i-l) 
i\'lXVJ I p • 

(10) 

j-1 

Now. taking the left side of this inequality Na E pi (n) pl-t + p1· - 1 (.i - l) N ( 1 -
l=l 

5 
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o,)½, we have that 
j-1 

Nu L p1(n)ti 1 + ~- 1(j - l)N(l - n)v·; > 
1-1 
.i-1 

Nn L P1(n)/- 1 + p1- 2u - l )N(l - a)Vi 
l=l 

(11) 

because O < p < 1. Now, observing that if we denote by {p1(j - 1) }{;; the prices 
given by (I) with .i - l as the period length, Wl: have that 

JJi(-n) > P1(j - 1) for a1l l = l, .. ,j - 1, 

because j - 1 < n. We demonstrate this in the Appendix. 
Therefore, laking the right side of (11 ), we have 

j-1 

!Ver. L PL(n)p1 •1 + (j - l )N(l - a)½pl ·'2 > 
/-cl 
j-l 

lV o L Pt (j - l) p' • 1 + (j - 1 ) N ( 1 - a)½ pl 'L, 
l=l 

and the right side of this last equality is exactly 

. (1- pi-1) 
R(J - l,p,p) = NaVi (l -p) , 

that is, we have shown that 
j-1 

Nu L P1(n)p1 •• 1 + (j ·- l)N(l - n)½pJ-'2 > 
lc.... 1 

N V (l-p:1-1) 
Q 1 1-p • 

Now, recalling the inequality (11), we have 
j-1 

No L p1(n)p1
-

1 + (j - l)N(l - a)½pi-1 > 
l=l 
j-1 

No: L p1(n)l- 1 + (j - l)N(l - u)Vi/J1-2 > 
l=I 

l'\T 1T (I pi-I) 
JV0:Vt 1-t• , 

and therefore (the last inequality is due to ( 13)), 
J -1 

IV ct L PL(n)p' •1 + (j - l)N(l - n)V:.?µ-i- 1 > 
/-:1 

1H. V (1-p:,"- 1
) 

nu 1 1 ' -p 

(12) 

(13) 

which is exactly the inequality ( 10), and hence we have proven that 11" ai > iT),:n+j (n, 1, p1 p). 
This concludes the proof of claim (b ).■ 
Notice lhat our efforts to present forn1al arguments for our propositions have led 

us to prove strong statements that we summarize in the following 

Theorem l ff' .B = p, !hen 
a) If oVi > Vi1 and we do nut consider the no-commitment assumption, then there is 
a unique Nash equilibrium whose strategies are.: The monopolist charges Vi forever, 

6 
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high consumers buy at the moment they enter the market and low consumers do not 
buy at all. This Nash equilibrium is nut a subgame pe,:fect equilibrium. 
On the other hand, even [l we assume the no-commitment hypothesis, then for no 
n ~ l, can the prices given hy (/) a subgame perfect equilibrium be, and no Nash 
equilibrium exist. 
bJ ff o:l-·~ ~ Vi. !hen there is a unique Nash equilihrium which is also a subxame per
fect equilibrium, whose strategies are: 7he monopolist charges V2 foreve1; and hixh 
and /ov.' consumers buy at the moment they enter the market. 

Ill) Condusions 

Theorem I is a complete characterization of the possible equilibrium strategies 1r1 th~ 
modd when (J =:- p. 

Surprisingly enough, and in sharp contrast to the conclusions in Conlisk et. al, 
the conclusion is that in this model, when /3 = p, thcr~ is no cyclic optimal pricing 
strategy by the monopolist We stress here, once again, that this result does not depend 
on the precise way that Conlisk l:'/. al state the no-commitment assumption. To modify 
the n:sult, we must modify the pay-off furn;tions. 

At first glance, our condusions may appear paradoxical. A priori, it is strange 
not to obtain cyclic b~havior from the monopolist. In relation to this paradoxical fact 
we have to divide the analysis into two principal cases: When o: Vi ~ ½ and wh~n 
01/1 > \ii. 

First, let's examine the case when o \/1 ::; '\/2. Herc we do not think that the 
r~sult is necessarily paradoxical. Although it depends heavily on the way that the model 
describ~s the behavior of the consumers, that is, it depends heavily on the exact form 
of the prices, we wnjecture that if we would model the consumers' behavior in another 
way, we would obtain the same resull. This intuition is due to the fact that it is never 
profitahle for the monopolist tu charge a higher price than ½. That is, there is no trade 
off between charging higher prices than Vii and accumulating low value agents som~ 
periods to receive the gains of their purchases later, and to charge i; every period; It 
is always hettcr to charge ½ forcv~r. This intuition is also hacked by the fact that this 
equilibrium is the unique subgame pcrfoct equilihrium in this model. 

Second, is the case when a: Vi > ½. In this case, the result is not the one that 
people would anticipate in real liie or, more precisely, cyclic behavior should be the 
result of a good model. Indeed, in a rcpr~sentative model, we would exped the monop
olist to charge Vi at some tirn~s cyclically anc.l optimally . The intuition hem is quite 
clear: The hest the monopolist can c.lo at the outset is to charge Vi forever, hut the ac
cumulation of low value agents makes it lucrative for him to drop the prict: sooner or 
later. A good model should support this intuition as a suhgame pt:rfect equilibrium. 

This result then, more than being paradoxical, refl~cts a weakness of the model. 

Appendix 

I) Proof of(2): 

7 
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then 

hence 
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Dy definition of prices in ( 1 ), we have 

n(n, 1, /3, P) :c:- 1 ~~>" { Cl' [ I:;'-_1 ( (1 - ,an-j) Vi + ,3n-j\/i)pJ 1] + 
nV2(l - n)µrt 1}, 

( l {3 ) . N { ·"'"'n l/ .1-l "'"'n j-lDn }Tr+ 
'iT 'n, , ,' 1 p - l-p" 0: ~j=l I I fr - 0: ~j=l /J' p VI 

Ct:~-,_, 8'1•-:iv ,,J-l + nV (1 - a:)pn-l} 
~J=l, Zr 2 , 

( 1 1.:i ) N { V, 1 - p"· Tr ( 1 ) n- I ;r n 1 , /J, p = T7 n 1 1 . P + n vz - a p -

{V, _ V,} (jri-·l "'"'n-l (f:!_)j} 
l'.X 1 2 , ~J=O fJ • 

1r(n 1 8. p) _ No-Y1 + NnV2 (1 _ n)pn-l_ 
' ,, • l-p 1-p" 

..li.!:!,_ {V - V,} [1-(f)n] (Jn-1 
1 p" l 2 1-( £) ' 

which is precisely the equation (2) 

2) Proof of (6): 

Take any k E {O, 1. 2 ... } and any t of the fonn t = nk + j with j satisfying 
:2 ::; j ::; n. Now let {p1(n)}~=l the prices given by (I). Therefore 

so 

rri,n+J(n, 1, p, p) = nN lpJ(-n) + Pj 11(n)p + PJ..:.2(n)p2 +. + 1/.ipn j] + 
(1 - o.)NnV2pn-j + [aN(rJi(n)pn-j-l + .. + ½p2n-j) + (1- a)nN½p2n-.i1 

00 

+ LPnl [nN(pi(n)pn-j+l + .. + ½p2n-j) + (1 - a:)nNl.,;p2n-.iJ 
1-l 

7fkr.+J(n, 1, p, p)--::- w.V [PJ(n) + PJ-r1(n)p + /Jj+2(n)p2 + .. + V2pn-JJ 
+(1 - u)Nn½pn-j + t?~~~:

1 
R(n, 1, p, p) 

Now, observe thal 

aN [pj(n) + PJ+1(n)p-+ ]lj 12(n)p2 + .. + ½p"' j] + (1 - n)NV2pn-J = 

Pl-j [ R(n, 1, p, p) - ~t Pl(n)pz-1] 

therefore the equation ( 14) becomes 

(14) 

1ikn-!-J(n, 1, p, p) = p1-i [R(n, 1, p, p) - E P1(n)/-1] + ~•=J+~ R(n, 1, p, p), 
l=t p 

which is precisely the equation (5). 

3) Proof of (8): 
'\'ll h t th t R(-ii,1,p,p) + (. 1) N(l )" il-l ne ave O prove a ITuJ = (1-p'') J - • - U v2P . 

Notice that until the period j, there are j - 1 generations of low value consumers 
accumulated. Now if the monopolisl slarts a new cycle with period fl., then n - 1 
periods later he will earn the present value of those .i - 1 generations accumulated 
before he started the new period, that is (j - l)N( 1- o:)½1/'-- 1, plus the normal prcsenl 
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value of the new period cycle, that is, n.~~~1;~•-:i, therefore the present value from j is 

Rg't~1
1
;~·t + (j . . 1) N ( 1 - n:) Vipii-l, and thus we have proven the statement . 

4) Proof of ( 12): 

By definition, Pi(n) - (1 - ,311
-

1)Vi + 1r-1Vi for all l ::; 'fl. Now, consider the 
runction h( x) = ( 1 - _3x-1) Vj + ;3x-l Vi for :r: ~ 0. We have h' (:r) = ( V2 - Vi) f3x I ln ,3. 
Therefore, we have that h' ( x) > 0 for all x ~ 0. This condudcs the proof of ( 11 ). 
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